










on dummy instruments, under asymptotic parameter sequences where the number of instru-
ments is allowed to grow with the number of observations. We assume normality and show
that ML-estimators under homo- and heteroscedasticity, do not reach the efﬁciency bound. It
is shown that no uniformly continuously differentiable estimator can reach the bound for all
asymptotic parameter sequences considered.
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Consider the instrumental variable estimation of a single linear relation based on a single
instrument. In that case functions of the instrument may also serve as instruments. A rather
nonparametricway ofdeﬁningsuch instrumentsis to use groupindicatorfunctionsthat group
theobservationsbasedontheorderedvaluesoftheinstrumentalvariable.Theresultingmodel,
with dummy instruments, has been described in Bekker and Van der Ploeg (1994): B&VdP
in the sequel.
The model is closely related to various ﬁelds of recent econometric research, e.g. natural
experiments (Angrist, 1990) and pseudo-panels (Deaton, 1985). In case of homoscedasticity,
where the covariance matrices of the observations do not vary between groups, the model is
also known as the functional relationship model with replicated observations. The model can
also be represented as a simultaneous equations model where the parameters of interest are
given by the coefﬁcients of a single equation.
B&VdPdescribeavarietyofestimatorsforthecoefﬁcientsofthemodel.Theygiveasymptotic
distributions and conﬁdence intervals based on alternative asymptotic parameter sequences,
wherethe numberofinstruments,orgroups,is allowedto growasthe numberofobservations
increases. Both Bekker (1994)and B&VdP show these alternativeasymptotic distributionsto
be more accurate in their approximations to the ﬁnite sample distributions of the estimators
compared to large sample approximations. This increased accuracy was found even if the
number of instruments is small.
Such parameter sequences are sometimes referred to as large-K2 asymptotics, which have
beenstudied with respect to the simultaneousequationsmodeland the functionalrelationship
model in Kunitomo (1980, 1981, 1982, 1986, 1987), Morimune and Kunitomo (1980), and
Fujikoshi, Morimune, Kunitomo and Taniguchi (1982). However, the number of overidenti-
fying instruments, K2, need not be large for the large-K2 asymptotics to be useful. Therefore,
we follow Angrist and Krueger (1995)and Angrist, Imbensand Krueger (1994),who refer to
such parameter sequences as group-asymptotics.
The main purpose of this paper is to derive efﬁciency bounds under group-asymptotics.
B&VdP considered the maximum likelihood (ML) estimator under normality, which was not
found to be asymptotically efﬁcient relative to other consistent estimators considered in the
paper.On theotherhand,suchrelativeasymptoticefﬁciencywasfoundforthehomoscedastic
case,whereLIMListheML-estimator.ThisﬁndingisinagreementwithAnderson,Kunitomo
and Sawa (1982, p. 1025), where it is said that Kunitomo (1980, 1982) and Morimune and
Kunitomo(1980)haveshownthatLIMLisefﬁcientundergroup-asymptotics.Asimilarresult
that appliesto the case ofa single explanatoryendogenousvariablecanbe foundinKunitomo
(1987,Theorem 3.1). However, by extending the class of estimators consideredby Kunitomo
(1987), we show for the multivariate case that the LIML-estimator can be improved upon
using statistics that arise naturally. That is, LIML is not efﬁcient under group-asymptotics.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the model, the group-asymptotics,
and the asymptotic distribution of the statistics on which we base our class of estimators.
Section 3 describes a general approach to derive efﬁciency bounds that hold under a family
of asymptotic parameter sequences. This approachis applied in Section 4 to derive efﬁciency
2bounds for grouping estimators. In Section 5 we describe estimators that reach the efﬁciency
bounds. However, we expect these estimators to be of limited practical value compared
to some estimators given in B&VdP. Section 6 uses continuity arguments to indicate that
no uniformly continuously differentiable estimator can be efﬁcient under all asymptotic
parameter sequences.
32. The model, the group-asymptotics, and the statistics
The model we consider and its relation to the literature on instrumental variable estimation,
errors-in-variables models, natural experiments, and pseudo-panels has been described in
B&VdP. The same holds true for the asymptotic parameter sequences we consider. However,
there are some differences. In order to derive asymptotic efﬁciency bounds, we restrict our
analysis to normally distributed observations.
2.1 The model
Consider independent random samples taken from m different .g C 1/-dimensional normal
distributionswhoseexpectationssatisfythesamelinearrelation.Letthedataconsistofscalars
yij and g-vectors xij, i D1;:::;nj and j D 1;:::;m. The vectors .yij;x0
ij/ 0 D.y ijIxij/are
independent with normal distributions indexed by j that satisfy E.yij/DE.x0
ij/,w h e r eis
the parameter vector of interest. Let E.xij/Dj,t h e n
y ij D x0
ijC" ij; i D1;:::;nj;
x ij D j Cv ij; j D1;:::;m; (1)
where ."ijIv ij/has zero expectation and







For the identiﬁcation of  we need the restriction that .1;:::; m/has rank g, which implies
m  g.
AsnoticedbyB&VdP,model(1)canbeappliedinthecontextofnaturalexperiments(Angrist,
1990) and pseudo-panels (Deaton, 1985). In general, the model can be induced by a single
instrument.Thatis, if a randomsampleofvectors.yi;x0
i;zi/ istakenfroma populationwhere
yi D x0
iC"i and E."ijzi/ D 0,thenz isaninstrumentandfunctionsofz arealsoinstruments.
A rather nonparametric way of deﬁning such functions is to order the observations, such that
the elements zi in the vector z are ordered, and to split up the vector z into m groups. The
indicator functionsof the groupsmay thus serve as instruments, which amounts to model (1).
In order to formulate the model in reduced form, let the observations and disturbances of
the j-th group be stacked in the matrices .yj; Xj/ and ."j; Vj/, resp. Furthermore, let nj be a
vector of nj ones, and let uj D "j C Vj (we simply drop the statement j D 1;:::;m/.T h e n
we have
Yj D .yj; Xj/ D nj0
j.; Ig/ C .uj; Vj/ (2)
The rows of .uj; Vj/ are independently normally distributed with zero mean and covariance
matrix












Asymptotic distributions will be based on parameter sequences where the number of instru-
ments is allowed to grow as the number of observations increases. In Bekker (1994) and
B&VdP, the resulting approximations (to the ﬁnite sample distributions of estimators of )
wereshowntobemoreaccuratecomparedtolargesampleapproximations,evenifthenumber
of instruments in the actual sample is small.
Let the numberof observationsin the jth group be a ﬁxed proportion,wj, of the total number
of observations:njn D wjn.A sn!1 , each group is split up into an increasing number of
kjn subgroups with fjn observations each. The njn D kjn fjn observations in the j-th group
are required to have the same covariance matrix j. So the number of parameters in the m
matrices j remains ﬁxed. Thus we have a sequence of samples satisfying
Yj D ZjnA
0
jn.; Ig/ C .uj; Vj/; (3)
where Zjn D Ikjn ⊗fjn and the Ajn are .g  kjn/matrices.
In the actual sample we have njn Dnj,kjn D 1a n dA jn D j. For the asymptotic parameter


















where 5j : g  rj, rj  g.
If kjn D 1i sﬁ x e dt h e n j D0, which corresponds to large sample asymptotics. If j 6D 0,










For an actual approximation we would use 5j D j (cf. Bekker, 1994). However, to make




for identiﬁcationpurposes.The sequences(4)are slightly moregeneralthan those considered
byB&VdP,wherej DN and5j D j. Onthe otherhandweassume normalityinthispaper.
2.3 The statistics
















Notice the order of these matrices, .g C 1/  .g C 1/, remains ﬁxed in the sequence deﬁned
by (4). We consider estimators of  that are functions of
sj D .N sjIs?
j / D .vec.N Sj/I vec.S?
j //:




n!1n Var .sj //:
If we restrict our sequences to cases where the difference between the left-hand-sides of (4)
and their limits is of order o.n−1=2/,w ea l s oh a v e
n
1 = 2. s j−  j/
A
 N. 0 ;V j/; (6)
where
 j D




























n!1n Var .N sj / 0
0 lim




The block-diagonalityof Vj is due to to the normality of the observations.
Using the properties of noncentral Wishart distributions (Muirhead, 1982, Problem 10.8;
Eaton, 1983, Theorem 8.13), we ﬁnd
1 In the notation of B&VdP we have N Sj D Mj and S?
j D Nj − Mj.






















N Vj D H[j ⊗f
 j
2 m
 jCw j.; Ig/05j50
j.; Ig/g]H
D HR 0−1[6j ⊗f
 j
2 m
6 jCw j. 0 ;I g/ 05 j5 0
j. 0 ;I g/ g ]R − 1H;
V?























−  I g

;
H D I . g C 1 / 2 C K ;
and K is the .g C 1/2  .g C 1/2 permutation matrix, deﬁned by K vec.M/ D vec.M0/ for
any .g C 1/  .g C 1/ matrix M. Notice that H and R commute: HRDRH.
Stacking all statistics, we deﬁne
s D .s1I:::Is m/;











Due to the independencyof the observations we ﬁnd
n
1=2.s −  /
A
 N.0;V/: (7)
7The asymptoticdistributionofs dependsonthe parametersof the model and onthe particular
sequence that is followed. That is, the asymptotic distribution depends on the value of the
vector
 D .1I:::I m/:
B&VdP considered j DN and described functionsof s as estimators of  that are consistent
for any 0 N <w jm . The ML-estimator is one of them. It is asymptotically efﬁcient under
large sample asymptotics: N  D 0. However, for N >0, it was not found to be asymptotically
efﬁcient relative to the other estimators considered.
We also consider the homoscedasticcase, where the matrices j do notvary between groups.






jD1 N sj. Under homoscedasticity,LIML is consistent for any 0 N <w jmand B&VdP
foundit to be asymptoticallyefﬁcient relativeto the other estimators consideredin that paper.
This ﬁnding is in agreement with statements made in the literature (Anderson, Kunitomo
and Sawa, 1982, p.1025) that say that LIML is both consistent and efﬁcient under group
asymptotics. However, here we show that if  6D 0, then LIML is not asymptotically efﬁcient
within the class of estimators that are functions of s.
83. A general approach
In order to describe efﬁciency bounds that hold under a variety of parameter sequences we
ﬁrst give, in the ﬁrst subsection, a brief discussion of the main idea of our approach. The
second subsection formally derives lower bounds that will be used in the next section to
derive efﬁciency boundsfor groupingestimators, i.e. estimators of that are functionsof s as
deﬁned in Section 2.
3.1 A heuristic presentation of the main idea
We consider sequences of vectors of statistics s,o fﬁ x e do r d e rl, say, such that as n !1
n 1 = 2. s− .I//
A
 N.0;V.;//: (8)
Here the probability limits   and the asymptotic covariance matrices V depend on a g  1
parameter vector of interest  and a vector of nuisance parameters 1 contained in the h  1
vector  D .1I2/. The vector 2 indicates which sequence has been followed.
In order to derive an estimator O .s/ that is consistent and asymptotically efﬁcient, under all
asymptotic parameter sequences indicated by 2, we may treat the elements of 2 as if they
were parameters just as the elements of  and 1. We can then use the same arguments that





−1.s− .I //; (9)
where O V is an estimatorof V thatis consistent forall parametersequencesindicatedby2.A s
a result O  will be consistent and asymptoticallyefﬁcient for all parameter sequencesindicated
by 2.
An efﬁciency bound is now given by the asymptotic covariance matrix of n1=2O :
.Ig;0/.10V−11/−1.IgI0/; (10)
where 1 is an l  .g C h/ matrix:









of the parameters of the model when applied to grouping estimators. This makes it very
hard to give an analytical comparison between (10) and the asymptotic covariance matrices
of grouping estimators as described in B&VdP. The next subsection gives a more formal
derivation of another representation of the efﬁciency bound.
93.2 A general formulation of efﬁciency bounds
Let .I/22, which is an open subset of RgCh. Furthermore, let   : 2 ! IR l be differen-
tiable. We assume the vector of statistics s has an asymptotic distribution as indicated in (8)
for any .I/22. However, we do not assume V.I/to be nonsingular.
Consider the class of all differentiable consistent estimators f .s/, so that plim f .s/ D  and
f . .I//D. Deﬁne the g l matrix F as
F.I/D
@f. /
@ 0 : (12)
By the delta-method we ﬁnd
n1=2. f .s/ − /
A
 N.0; FVF0/: (13)
In order to ﬁnd an asymptotically efﬁcient estimator within this class of differentiableconsis-
tent estimators we notice that
@f
@.0;0/
D F1D.I g;0/; (14)
where 1 is deﬁned in (11). A lower bound for FVF0 can now be found using the following
algebraic theorem, where C denotes the Moore-Penrose inverse.
Theorem 3.1 Let F1 D F.11;1 2/D.I g;0/and VVC1 D 1,t h e nFVF 0V L,w h e r e
V LD.I g;0 /.10VC1/C.IgI0/I (15)
this lower bound is reached for
F0 D VC1.10VC1/C.IgI0/:
If, furthermore, U is a matrix of appropriate order such that
U012 D 0;





The proof is given in Appendix 1.
10In the next section, and Appendix 2, we will use the representation (17) to derive efﬁciency
bounds for grouping estimators.
114. Efﬁciency bounds for grouping estimators
Returning to model (1) and the asymptotic distribution of the statistics s as given in (6) and
(7), let O .s/ be differentiable such that plim O .s/ D  for all parameter sequences (4). That is,
O .s/ is consistent for all 0  j <w jm .
In the following theorems we assume the matrices j to be nonsingular. For such cases the
theorems give efﬁciency bounds, Avarfn1=2O .s/gV L, under heteroscedasticity, where the
matrices j vary between groups, and homoscedasticity,j D , resp. Let
j D j21=j;
where we drop the index j in case of homoscedasticity.
Theorem 4.1 Under heteroscedasticity, where the matrices j are nonsingular, the efﬁ-






















The proof is given in Appendix 2.
12Theorem 4.2 Under homoscedasticity, where j D  is nonsingular, the efﬁciency bound
for differentiable consistent estimators O .s/ is given by
VL D 2.J0A.A C B/CAJ/ −1;










5; Aj Dwj5j5 0
j;
B D .1
m Diag ./ C 1
m2.1−N /0/⊗.622 − 0/:
(19)
The proof is given in Appendix 2.
Notice that the nonsingularity of j implies the nonsingularity of both 6j and 6j22 − j0
j.
Consequently,if j > 0 the Moore-Penroseinversesin Theorems4.1 and 4.2 can be replaced
by regular inverses.
The lower bounds VL in Theorems4.1 and 4.2 hold for estimators O .s/ that are consistent for
all 0  j <w jm . However, if we restrict this set to subsets where either  D 0,o r j DN  ,
we do not ﬁnd lowerboundsthat are smaller than VL as given in theorems 4.1 and 4.2, i.e. the
lowerbounds remain valid in these cases. In particular, in case of large sample asymptotics,













that these estimators are indeed efﬁcient if  D 0.
However, if we consider parameter sequences where  6D 0, we ﬁnd a different result. Under
heteroscedasticity VL can be rewritten as follows. Let




















VL D [J0A.A C B/CAJ]: −1 (20)
Now consider the projection matrix
P D .A C B/1=2J.J0.A C B/J/−1J0.A C B/1=2:
We ﬁnd





























For j DN the right-hand-side of (21) is equal to the asymptotic covariance matrix of the
ML-estimator as given in B&VdP.
Under homoscedasticity we ﬁnd, in a similar way,















Now the right-hand-side of (22) is equal to the asymptotic covariance matrix of the LIML-




it is said that LIML is asymptotically efﬁcient under group-asymptotics.The question is how
theseearlierresultsrelatetoourresultthatsaysthatMLisinefﬁcientundergroup-asymptotics.
The problem is easily resolved. We consider the asymptotic performance of the LIML-




jD1N sj and 6m
jD1s?
j . If we only consider this subset of estimators then, indeed, LIML is
efﬁcient.Thatis,wemaysimplyapplyTheorem4.2withthenumberofgroupsm equaltoone
and A1 D 6m
jD1wj5j50
j.Inthatcasethelowerbound VL isequaltotheasymptoticcovariance
matrixoftheLIML-estimator.However,ifwe considerthelargerset ofestimatorsbasedon N sj
and N s?
j ,we ﬁnda smallerlowerbound VL. Infact,in thenextsectionweconsideranestimator
that reaches this lower bound VL. So LIML is inefﬁcient under group-asymptotics.
155. Efﬁcient grouping estimators
In section 3 we already indicated, (2), how an efﬁcient estimator might be formulated. Here
we consider a more simple asymptotically efﬁcient estimator. Let
a D .a1I:::Ia m/; aj D .N ajIa?
j /;































































where the expressions for N Wj and W?
j can be veriﬁed by Lemma 11.1 in B&VdP.
In the following theorems we again assume the matrices j to be nonsingular. Furthermore,
we restrict the parameter sequences (4) to cases where j > 0. In that case the matrices N Wj
and W?
j are invertible and we have the following result.
Theorem 5.1 Under heteroscedasticity, where the matrices j are nonsingular, and for
parameter sequences with j > 0,l e tγD.γ1I:::Iγ m/and deﬁne
.O IO γ IO / D argmin
.IγI/
a0.IγI/ O W−1a.IγI/;
where O W is a consistent estimator of W. Then
n1=2.O  − /
A
 N.0;VL/;
16where VL is given in theorem 4.1.
The proof is given in Appendix 3.
Theorem 5.2 Under homoscedasticity, where j D  is nonsingular, and for parameter
sequences where j > 0,l e tγ j Dγand deﬁne
.O IO γ IO / D argmin
.IγI/
a0.IγI/ O W−1a.IγI/;
where O W is a consistent estimator of W. Then
n1=2.O  − /
A
 N.0;VL/;
where VL is given in theorem 4.2.
The proof is given in Appendix 3.
The estimators deﬁned in theorems 5.1 and 5.2 serve interesting theoretical purposes: they
reach the asymptotic efﬁciency bound VL. However, the assumptions that lead to the invert-
ibility of W are quite restrictive. If a matrix j is singular, or j D 0, the estimators are not
well-deﬁned. If j is close to singularity, or j close to zero, the matrix W will be close to
singularity and the inversion O W−1 may lead to all kinds of difﬁculties. No such difﬁculties
are encountered for the ML-estimators, which are consistent over the full parameter space.
However,they are efﬁcient only for D 0. The problem whether or not there exist estimators
that are asymptotically efﬁcient over the full parameter space and for all sequences (4) with
0  j <w jmis further discussed in the next section.
176. Efﬁciency on the full parameter space
Consider estimators O .s/ that are consistent for  over the full parameter space, without
excluding cases where j is singular or j D 0. Examples are given in B&VdP. If O  is
a uniformly continuously differentiable function of s, O  will have an asymptotic normal
distribution,
n1=2.O  − /
A
 N.0;V/;
where V is a continuous function in the interior of the parameter space and has a continuous
extension to the parameters .II!I/, as deﬁned in Appendix 2.
If O  is efﬁcient for points .II!I/ in the interior of the parameter space, where j is
nonsingular and j > 0, then, according to theorems 4.1 and 4.2, V D VL for such interior
points. For both the homoscedastic case and the heteroscedastic case VL can be represented
(cf. (19) and (20)) for such interior points as
VL D .J0A.A C B/−1AJ/ −1:
Due to the continuity of the inverse, this is, indeed, a continuous function of the parameter
points on the interior of the parameter space.
As V is a continuous function, we may derive from the equality V D VL, which holds on the
interior, the value of V on the boundary where B is singular: B D B, say. That is, we may
consider a path from the interior to the boundarysuch that B D B CC, with >0,  ! 0
and C > 0. It follows from Lemma 6.1 in Appendix 4 that in that case
lim
!0
A.A C B C C/−1A D A.A C B/CA:
Consequently, if V is continuous and V D VL on the interior, then V should take the form
V D .J0A.A C B/CAJ/ −1; (23)
on the full parameter space.
However,it followsfromLemma6.2in Appendix4that V asgivenin (23)isnota continuous
function of the elements of B, which is a contradiction,sinceVis continuous.Consequently,
there is no uniformly continuously differentiable consistent estimator of , based on the
statistics s, that is efﬁcient under group asymptotics over the full parameter space.
On the other hand if we consider a single asymptotic parameter sequence where  D 0 6D 0,
say, then we ﬁnd, as is shown in sections 4 and 5, that the sequence of ML estimators is not
Best Asymptotically Normal. Here the incidental parameters in the matrices Ajn, (3), do not
affect the consistency of ML, but instead affect its asymptotic efﬁciency.
18Appendix 1
Proof of Theorem 3.1









To prove (17) we notice that (16) implies the existence of matrices A and B such that









As F1 D .Ig;0/,w eh a v eFVUA D Ig.S oV 1 = 2 UA must have full column rank and
A0U0VUAmust be nonsingular.Using generalresults on Schur-complements,as collected in
Ouellette (1981, theorem 4.6 (iii)), we ﬁnd
VL D .A0U0VUA/−1:
As U011 D U0VUA, we ﬁnd the result as given in (17).
2
19APPENDIX 2
Proof of theorems 4.1 and 4.2
First we proof the theorems for cases where j > 0. Then, at the end of the proofs, it is
indicated that the same arguments can be used for cases where j DN  ,o rD 0 ,i n
particular j D 0. For the regular cases, where j > 0a n d j >0, a vector x satisﬁes
x0 N Vj D 0, or x0V?
j D 0, if and only if x0H D 0. So the singularity of V is due only to the
symmetry of the statistics N Sj and S?
j . As a result we have VVC1DHHC1D1,w h i c hw e
need in order to apply Theorem 3.1.














@.N  jI ?
j /
@0 ;





 D vec.51I:::I5 m/;
! D vech./;
 D .1I:::I m/;





Notice that vec./ D R0−1 vec.6/.
In each proof we give the matrices 1j1 and 1j2, which were found by application of the
rules of differential matrix calculus (e.g. Balestra, 1976). Then matrices Uj D . N UjIU?
j / are
given, which build the matrix U D .U1I:::IU m/, such that U012 D
Pm
jD1 U0
j1j2 D 0. Next
we give the matrices VjUj D . N Vj N UjI V?
j U?
j / so that VU D.V 1U 1I:::IV mU m/. Finally, we
show that if a vector x satisﬁes both x0VU D0a n dx 01 2D0, it also satisﬁes x011 D 0. In
that case the matrix U satisﬁes condition (16) of Theorem 1 so that the asymptotic efﬁciency
bound is given by (17).














































































It can be easily veriﬁed that U012 D 0. Furthermore, we ﬁnd




































Consider vectors x D .x1I:::Ix m/,xj D.N xjIx?
j /, such that x012 D 0a n dx 0VU D 0. We
will prove that x also satisﬁes x011 D 0. For cases where N xj and x?
j are vectorizations of
skew-symmetricmatrices, so that N x0
j H D x?0
j H D 0,the proofis trivial.As anysquarematrix
can be written as a sum of a symmetric and a skew-symmetric matrix, we only need consider
cases where N xj and x?
j are vectorizations of symmetric matrices. Let
(A4)








j D R vec
"
Q aj Q b0
j
Q bj Q Cj
#
;







































Q aj Q b0
j
Q bj Q Cj
#
D 0:
For the implications of x0VU D0 we consider
N x0





















j C j12 Q Cj/.6j22 − j0
j/:
So,






































i C i12Ci/.6i22 − i0
i/;













i C i12Ci/.6i22 − i0
i/.2






i C i12Ci/.6i22 − i0
i/.2
i bi C Cii21/ D 0:
In the expressions above, the three terms are nonnegative so b0
i5i50
ibi D 0, which holds if
and only if b0
i5i D 0. As
N x
0





we ﬁnd, indeed, that x012 D 0a n dx 0VU D0i m p l yx 01 1D0.
As a result the efﬁciency bound VL is given by (17), where the submatrices of 1 and U are
given in (A1) and (A3). This amounts to the bound (18) given in Theorem 4.1.
Notice that if j DN  ,t h el a s tmcolumns of 12 reduce to a single column:  is differentiated
with respect to the scalar N . In that case both U and (A5) are not affected, so the proof is the
same; which also holds true if the vector  is ﬁxed,  D 0,a n d is not differentiated with
respect to . One may verify that if j D 0, the columns of 1 are still located in the space
spanned by the columns of V,s oVVC1D1.
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Then it can be easily veriﬁed that U012 D 0a n d





































Deﬁne vectors x D .x1I:::Ix m/,xj D.N xjIx?
j /, analogous to (A4). Then x012 D 0 implies,

















Q aj Q b0
j




For the implications of x0VU D0 consider
N x0

















j C 12 Q Cj/.622 − 0/:
So,






































j C 12Cj/.622 − 0/;
where the latter equality follows from (A8). So, if x0VU D0, then
24m X
iD1














i C 12Ci/.622 − 
0/.






















ibi D 0, which implies b0
i5i D 0. As
N x0
j N 1j1 D 2wjb0
j5j50
j;
we ﬁnd that x012 D 0a n dx 0VU D 0i m p l yx 01 1D0. So VL is given by (17), where the
submatricesof 11 and U are given by (A1) and (A7), which amountsto the bound (19) given
in Theorem 4.2.
The remarks made at the end of the proof of Theorem 2 with respect to special cases where
j DN  ,D 0 ,o r j D0, also apply in the homoscedastic case.
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25Appendix 3
Proofs of Theorems 5.1 and 5.2
In both proofs we use the fact, known from minimum chi-square estimation,
n1=2





where γj D j.1I−/and 1 D .11;1 2/;











So the asymptotic distribution of n1=2O  is given by
n1=2.O  − /
A
 N.0;. I g ; 0 /.10W−11/−1.IgI0// :















For both the hetero- and the homoscedastic case we give such matrices U for which the
right-hand-side of (A9) is equal to VL as given in Theorems 2 and 3, respectively. As VL is a
lower bound, it follows that (A9) is an equality, which proves Theorems 5.1 and 5.2.















































j .; Ig/0 ];
then it can be easily veriﬁed that U012 D 0a n d
.10
1U.U0WU/−1U011/−1 D VL;
where VL equals (18) as given in Theorem 3.1.
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⊗[ −1.; Ig/0 ];
then it can be easily veriﬁed, if γ D .1I−/,t h a tU 01 2D0a n d
.10
1U.U0WU/−1U011/−1 D VL;
where VL equals (19) as given in Theorem 3.2.
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27Appendix 4
Lemma 6.1 Let A  0,C> 0 ,>0 ,xDAACx,then
lim
!0
x0.A C C/−1x D x0ACx:
PROOF.A s

x 0 A C xx 0




x 0 A C
I






C . 0 ; I /  0 ;
we ﬁnd (Bekker, 1988, Theorem 1) that
x0.A C C/−1x  x0ACx:
As the left-hand-side is increasing as  ! 0, we ﬁnd that its limit exists:
(A11) lim
!0
x0.A C C/−1x D q  x0ACx:
Furthermore

x0.A C C/−1xx 0
xA C  C

 0 :







(A12) q  x
0A
Cx:
Together (A11) and (A12) imply the result in Lemma 6.1.
2
For the application in Section 6 notice that if x D Ay, for some vector y,s ot h a tAACx Dx,
and 0  A  A C B,t h e na l s oxD.ACB /.A C B/Cx.
28Lemma 6.2 Let x and y be vectors such that rank .x; y/ D 2. Let y ! x,then
lim
y!x
x0.xx0Cyy0/Cx D16D x0.2xx0/Cx D1=2:




xx x 0 C yy0

D
rank .xx0Cyy0/Crank .1 − x0.xx0Cyy0/Cx/D2:
So, x0.xx0Cyy0/Cx D1, for any y 6D x 6D 0:
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